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Executive Summary
CPG Turns to Premiumization to Boost Growth
Macroeconomic Conditions Impact Shopper Attitudes
CPG manufacturers and retailers still recovering from the last recession have relied on price increases for boosting the
top and bottom line. Recognizing this is an unsustainable long-term strategy, management teams have turned to
premiumization as one strategy to drive sustainable growth.
• The strengthening U.S. economy has benefited most shoppers, but especially wealthy ones.
• Wealthier shoppers are focusing on purchasing big-ticket items, while other shoppers are increasingly spending
more slowly.
• These spending patterns are true for both national and private label brands.
Premium Strategy Can Yield 10–15 Percent Topline Growth
IRI research indicates that shoppers remain eager to try new products and are willing to pay more for new experiences.
A premiumization strategy leverages the fact that many shoppers at all income brackets are in better financial shape
than just a couple of years ago. For a manufacturer with $1 billion in revenues, 10–15 percent topline revenue translates
to $100–$150 million in growth.
• Premium CPGs also allow consumers to indulge at a cost well below that of dining out and/or professional services
(e.g., spa) so they can begin to live better while still staying on a budget.
• Within the top 10 fastest-growing CPG categories, premium-tier products have gained share since 2010.
• Premium-tier products are gaining share in all types of large-format stores; growth in small-format stores is more
limited.
Making the Leap to Premium Can Be Perilous
The potential success of a premiumization strategy is built solely on the willingness of shoppers to accept the premium
value proposition. Gaining this acceptance is possible for both newer brands and established brands, but each
category faces different challenges.
• Premiumization isn’t for every brand and doesn’t motivate every shopper.
• Shoppers’ openness to try new products does not extend to every category, channel or even region of the country.
Framework to Win
To maximize the potential of premiumization strategies by driving maximum incremental revenue, gaining market
share points and enhancing shopper loyalty, manufacturers and retailers can take advantage of IRI services that will
help them accelerate growth through premiumization. These services will enable management teams to:
• Define a business strategy based on pockets of growth and white spaces in the CPG companies’ current categories.
• Develop a portfolio pricing strategy to pinpoint optimal price points at a subcategory level.
• Understand the right mix of products across price tiers to target specific regions, channels and retailers.
• Develop a strategic storyline for retailers to convey portfolio upgrades to the premium tier and value propositions
for the new offerings.
• Understand consumer buying behavior and their path to purchase.
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Macroeconomic Conditions Impact Shopper Attitudes
CPG manufacturers and retailers still

includes rolling out new or

The U.S. economy continues to

recovering from the last recession

revamped products with premium

strengthen, as evidenced by

have relied on price increases for

offerings that consumers value, such

rebounding GDP growth, historically

boosting their top and bottom lines

as new, indulgent flavors, new and/or

low unemployment levels and

for the past several years. Knowing

better-quality ingredients and “good-

generally higher disposable income.1

this is an unsustainable strategy,

for-you” claims. It can also include

While this recovery to date has

management teams have found

changes to the product mix, such as

primarily benefited wealthier

premiumization to be an effective

packaging design and size.

shoppers, many lower-income

strategy to drive growth. This

shoppers are also improving their
financial situations.

U.S. macroeconomic indicators continue to show improvement in Q3; unemployment, housing starts improved

Improved financial conditions are providing consumers with more disposable income, creating opportunities for manufacturers to create
premium products.
1 Federal Reserve—Feb. 24, 2015 http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/mpr_20150224_part1.htm
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Reviewing average household

than in the under $200,000 price

albeit differently from wealthy

spending by income group, the top 5

range last year.

shoppers. While wealthy households
are focused on big-ticket items,

percent of earners have seen doubledigit growth in spending between

At the same time, many lower-

lower-income consumers are

2009 and 2012, and this economic

income households are also enjoying

increasing spending more

strength is reshaping markets

improved financial conditions as

tentatively; e.g., shifting over time

ranging from housing and luxury cars

evidenced by lower unemployment

from value brands to premium

rates and increased disposable

brands. This is true among both

homebuilders sold more homes in

income. These shoppers are also

national and private label products.

the over $400,000 price range

increasing CPG spending,

to groceries and

beer.2

For example,

2 WSJ – Jan. 28, 2015 http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace-1422502201
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Premium Strategy Can Yield 10–15 Percent Topline Growth
Economic recovery has led to

Premium CPGs also allow consumers

Within the top 10 fastest growing

growing demand for premium

to indulge at a cost well below that of

CPG categories, premium-tier

products in both food and beverage

dining out and/or professional services

products have gained share since

(F&B) and non-food categories.

(e.g., spa) so they can begin to live

2010. Premium F&B products gained

While shoppers have been turning to

better while still staying on a budget.

0.8 market share points between
2010 and 2014, and grew another

premium products for several years,
there continues to be significant

IRI estimates manufacturers that

0.9 points as of Sept. 27, 2015. In

“room” in the market for additional

adopt a well-strategized and

non-food, the premium segment

brands to implement premiumization

executed premiumization initiative

gained 0.5 share points in YTD 2015

strategies. Shoppers are eager to try

can gain an incremental 10–15

after a slower share gain between

new, delicious and indulgent foods

percent in topline revenue. For a

2010 and 2014. In both F&B and non-

and drinks and are willing to pay

manufacturer with $1 billion in

food, premium-tier growth offset

more for high-end products.

revenues, this represents $100–$150

market share losses or flat

million in revenue growth.

performance in mainstream and
value tiers.

Within top 10 growing categories, both F&B and non-food saw gains in premium tier

Both F&B and non-food saw share growth in premium during 2015, offsetting 2014 market share losses or flat performance in mainstream and
value tiers.
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Food & Beverage Opportunities

F&B are closely tied to flavors and

status-conveying F&B products have

Among the top 10 F&B categories, all

channel-specific strategies, which is

given yogurt, wine and chocolate

have seen share gain in the premium

why it’s not surprising that consumer

candy the highest share gain within

tier during 2015. Opportunities for

eagerness to upgrade to indulgent,

the premium tier.

Among top 10 F&B categories, wine, yogurt, chocolate candy and beer have seen
highest gain in premium-tier share.

Opportunities for F&B are closely tied to flavors and channel-specific strategies, such as differentiated flavor offerings.
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Product Enhancements:

focused on expanding into new flavor

mass merchandisers was mostly

Flavor, Quality Ingredients

offerings to accelerate growth. In

driven by wine, beer and yogurt.

F&B manufacturers have turned to

wine, U.S.-based domestic brands

differentiated flavor offerings to drive

are expanding into premium-priced

In small-format stores, premium-tier

growth. In the beer category, for

offerings by offering improved-

products are gaining share in the

example, the top growing premium

quality products.

convenience and drug channels.
Energy drinks and wine have

brands offer unique flavors
combined with strong alcohol

Premium-tier products increased

contributed to premium-tier growth

content to stand out in the market. In

share in all large-format channels,

in convenience. Wine, natural cheese

other premium segments, such as

with the largest gains observed

and yogurt drinks are top growth

energy drinks, top brands are

among mass merchandisers.

contributors in drug stores.

Premium growth in grocery and

Case studies in F&B with high premium-tier growth

Beer, energy drinks and wine saw premium-tier growth via differentiated flavor offerings.
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Non-Food Opportunities

10 categories in the 52 weeks ended

health as well as their desire to

Within non-food categories,

Sept. 27, 2015. The top 10 categories

self-manage and take more

premiumization strategies have

accounted for one-third of the entire

preventative measures given the

increased in the over-the-counter

premium tier.

rising costs of healthcare. It also

(OTC) and personal/baby care

reflects aging of the consumer base.

categories, driven by growth in

Premiumization has recently

branded products for these

occurred in several non-food

There is also a nurturing and

categories.

categories, including toothpaste,

pampering trend, both for

soap, OTC and diapers. This reflects

consumers themselves as well as

Overall, non-food premium growth

the increased attention that

their dependents.

averaged 0.5 percent among the top

consumers are placing on their

Among top 10 non-food categories, OTC (analgesics & gastrointestinal)
and diapers have seen highest growth in premium

Consumer investment in non-food categories has led to growth in OTC and personal care categories.
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Product-Based Opportunities:

Among non-food categories, the shift

merchandisers. Diapers and

Value-Added Attributes

to premium is taking place differently

toothpaste are the largest growth

For non-food products, the premium

in large- versus small-format

contributors in grocery.

value proposition revolves around

channels. In large-format channels,

value-added attributes. For example,

the most significant shifts are

Among small-format channels, drug

premium soap brands offer perfume-

occurring among mass

channel purchases are shifting to

like fragrances that can last up to 12

merchandisers. Weight control,

premium-tier pricing. Diapers are the

hours. Within internal analgesics, the

gastrointestinal tablets and soap are

top growth contributor in drug.

most successful premium products

the top-growth contributors in mass

are designed for nightly use and
canbe used for multiple treatment
occasions.

Case studies in non-food categories with high premium-tier growth

Among small formats, only drug is shifting to premium, as other channels are growing in mainstream.
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Base value on deep research: The

Premiumization Success

When working with an existing

manufacturer must base this value

Aligning a product portfolio to focus

brand, it is essential that the

proposition on detailed consumer

on premium-price tiers in target

premium product must have a

research that demonstrates an

categories will help capture higher

new and differentiated value

unmet need or specific “want” of a

revenue. IRI estimates a data-driven,

proposition from the original

distinct shopper segment.

analytics-based portfolio pricing

value or mainstream product from

strategy can help capture between

which it was developed. Through

10–15 percent incremental annual

a comprehensive assortment

Every touchpoint with the shopper

revenue.

optimization assessment, CPGs

must convey a premium message,

will be able to easily identify the

such as, but not limited to,

As manufacturers embark on

competitive product attributes

packaging, promotion and shelf

premiumizing brands, they must

that will drive incremental sales in

layout. Failure to execute on any

address several key success factors,

any given geography, channel

of these touchpoints will result in

among these:

and/or retail banner, taking into

brand confusion with shoppers.

•

Address all shopper touchpoints:

account the unique needs and
wants of shoppers who visit those
locations.
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Making the Leap to Premium Can Be Perilous
The price point is out of alignment

Growth-focused Services Facilitate

premiumization strategy is built

with the premium features

Premiumization Strategy Success

solely on the willingness of shoppers

included. A chocolate bar with a

For many brands, CPG manufacturers

to accept the premium value

new flavor may not automatically

can unlock new revenue streams and

proposition. Gaining this acceptance

resonate with shoppers as

achieve incremental market share

is possible for both newer brands

“premium.”

uplift by developing carefully

The potential success of a

•

targeted products that create a

and established brands, but each
Consumers either do not see the

heightened value proposition. When

value in the “premiumized

implemented strategically and

Newer brands have the blessing and

offering” or there is lack of clear

creatively, CPG manufacturers can

the curse that there is no existing

messaging and “emotional brand

increase revenue, market share and

brand perception among shoppers.

connection” with the

brand loyalty through innovative

While there’s no value or mainstream

new/revamped offering.

premiumization strategies.

The geographical regions,

Conclusion

the other hand, launching a new

channels and/or retailers selected

Making the right portfolio pricing

brand is a very time- and resource-

to sell the premiumized product

decisions can have significant

heavy proposition where the failure

fail to align with the product’s

upsides in the long run. With

rate is high.

positioning.

economic recovery in a robust state,

category faces different challenges.

•

positioning, marketers must attempt
to change in shoppers’ minds. On

•

demand for premium products is
Failure of a premiumization strategy

In addition, a recent press release

here to stay. The premium

can occur for multiple reasons. In

from the Federal Reserve stated that

indulgence phenomenon is evident

IRI’s experience, principal reasons

consumers are still fighting stagnant

across multiple categories, such as

include:

wage growth while facing increasing

home, cars, F&B and clothing and

Targeting shopper

costs of healthcare and education.

with the spending power of most U.S.

microsegments that are not

This is a concern, particularly

households growing, albeit unevenly,

motivated by the differentiation

because there is ongoing discussion

it offers a sustainable growth

included in the premium product.

at the Fed about raising interest

opportunity for CPG manufacturers.

For example, aging boomers may

rates.

However, manufacturers must

•

not get excited about

accompany decisions to set premium

experimental flavors in their

pricing in parallel with changes to a

preferred foods.

product’s value proposition through
the addition of attributes, such as
flavor, ingredients or “good-for- you”
benefits.
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Framework to Win
To maximize the potential of premiumization strategies by driving maximum incremental revenue, gaining market
share points and enhancing shopper loyalty, manufacturers should take advantage of IRI services that can help CPG
manufacturers accelerate growth through premiumization. These include:
Define a Business Strategy Based on Pockets of Growth and White Spaces in the CPG Companies’ Current
Categories with IRI’s Business Growth Strategy
IRI Growth Consulting can help define business strategy based on pockets of growth and white spaces in CPG
manufacturers’ current categories, and help align portfolios to growing segments. Past engagements have helped
uncover growing H&W claims, flavors and attributes that can help identify sustainable value propositions for the
premium tier.
Develop a Portfolio Pricing Strategy to Pinpoint Optimal Price Points at a Subcategory Level with IRI’s Portfolio
Pricing Strategy
The IRI Price Pack Architecture solution, which helps develop portfolio pricing strategy, can help pinpoint optimal price
points at a subcategory level, leveraging granular data and advanced analytics.
Understand the Right Mix of Products Across Price Tiers to Target Specific Regions, Channels and Retailers with IRI
Assortment Optimization™
IRI Assortment solutions can help manufacturers understand the right mix of products across price tiers to target
specific regions, channels and retailers. These solutions have a proven track record of expanding category sales,
increasing portfolio efficiency and supporting product innovation.
Develop a Strategic Storyline for Retailers to Convey Portfolio Upgrades to the Premium Tier and Value Propositions
for the New Offerings with IRI’s Retailer Selling Stories
IRI also can help develop a strategic storyline for retailers to convey portfolio upgrades to the premium tier and the
value proposition for new offerings. This can create a call to action for the retailers to partner with the manufacturers to
drive growth in the premium tier.
Understand Consumer Buying Behavior and the Path to Purchase with IRI’s Consumer and Shopper Insights Solutions
IRI Insights solutions help CPG marketers understand questions, such as what are your consumers buying? Where do
they shop? And when are shoppers consuming products? IRI’s insights solutions can include consumers’ on-the-go and
in-the-moment needs and help manufacturers know their consumers like never before.
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